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IlVIPORTA}TT!
~1\T!'rUjl..1_ rjIE~TI}TG

The Socie
Cine

of
for American Archaeol
i, May 8 and 9

The President
the Sooiety, Mr. Glenn A. Black, has
appointed the foIl
members to the PI'
Committee
for the 1942 annual meeting: James B. Grif
,Chairman,
Richard G. Morgan
Gust G. Carlson.
In an e
t to show the members how
od the meetings
can be it is request
that titles and
racts be submitted
to the chairman, University Museums Bui
Arbor,
Michigan by
il 13th, so that abstracts can
in
the NOTEEOOK which will be issued before
meetings. The
ore Griffin's
notice Vlas inse
in AMERICAN ANTIQUITY
appointment; send your title and abstract to him, not to
Deuel.
Oincinnati is on and near a number of famous Ohio
Valley sites such as Madisonville, Turner
even Fort
Ancient. It also has outstanding archaeolo c
collections
in the Cincinnati Society of Natural Hi ory and the Cincinnati Art Museum. Individuals wishing' to visit the sites
(without shovels) or the Museum, should-'write to Prof. G.G.
Carlson, Dept. of Sociology, University
Cincinnati. If
sufficient intere
is shown, an effort
11 be made to
provide guides to t
Huseums and to the sites.
ARE YOU GOING TO. COlitE?

HAVE YOU READ IT!
8 IS GOING TO

A

At last it has been posstble to
t out another number
of the NOTEBOOK. Following a flood 0
icles -- about
four which
after last years Annual Meetings very
few more
It seems to
the same old story.
Everybody wants to re2.d the
but only a very
are willi
contribute to it.
se of you who think
the publicat
is worthwhile have
to write stuff to
put in it.
we are already to
,how about s
in some
to work on?
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Off and on over the past twe
months I have been
looking at Kroeber's article in the July, 1940 AMERICAN
ANTIQUITY, re
it, and gradually assimilating it.
May I make the suggestion that most archaeologists, amateur
or adept, do not make enough intelli
(or intelligent
enough; use of
tistics as a tool.
I have had one experience which illustrates a way in
which the simplest kind of statistics may uncover relationships which could undoubtedly be arrived at by pure
cerebration. but which emerge much less painfully through
mathematics.
Some time ago
Van Epps-Hartley Chapter started a
survey of Mohawk-Iroquois pottery des
,with the idea
of finding what designs were commonest on our Mohawk Valley
sites. The project progressed to the recording of some 200
sherds from two sites, then other projects intervened for
the people doing the work. and we have done nothing since.
As you know, Mohawk vessels are of two main types,
varying in the treatm~nt of the rim. The normal type has
the high decorated collars the II thickened ::rim!! type has a
heavy band of clay
i~d around the 1
and then decorated, necessarily
s elaborately than
e former,
"classical" Mohawk ware.
When we went over the rim sherds on which we worked,
we had recorded an estlma t'ed diameter (obtained bv ma tching with metal ternplaJes.~he curvature of
ahel-d) and
. the height of the colla!'.. Several months
I came across
our data and, wanti
practice correlation for another
purpose, decided to make a distribution of
vessel diameters against the c
heights, to see how high a
correlation there would be between what were apparently
related measures.
The distribution
once showed that
sherde divided
o two main groups, and a check-back to the sherds themselves showed that for the most Dart this corresponded
with the two types I have mentio~ed. It is true-that
measurement of the width of the decorated band on the
oping face of the tlthickened rimn sherd is not the same
as the vertical height
the collar on the normal sherd,
but as it happened the two measurements were different
enough to make the two groups stand out.
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Replotting by type showed that, while the range of
measures for both types overlapped compl ely, the II
ck~
ll
ened type
pot'll/as smaller han the classic type. In
the range of 150
erda of both kinds which I studied (not
s
istically cmnparab
in a strict sense because there
were consic1erably more of the classlc she
than
the
other) I obtained the following averages:
IInormal"
vesshad a mean estimated diameter of 9.33 inches v~rith
a collar height of 1.36 inches,
Ie t
"thickened rimll
sherds showed a mean diameter of only 5.55· inches, .with a
Ilheight tl of decoration of 0.72 inches ..
Thesef
s are not being advanced as a world-shaking
contribution to archaeology: their purpose is to shover that
the use of simple statistical tool~ may bring out relationships which might otherwise be overlooked. In this case,
it is possible that the two types of vessel had different
uses; it is possiblet
as the study is extended We may
find that vessels of a cert
type
I' or smaller,
the collars higher or narrower, the proportions of a certain design greater or less as acculturation progressed.
The problem is one to which simple measurements may be
applied, but there are others, less simple, which every
archaeol
cal worker
s, and for which he should have
the use 0 the most potent tools statistics has devised.
Statistics should be· able tobonfirm and also point out
trends :in the frequency of, say, arrowheads of a certain
type at various depths in a midden. Statistics should be
able to draw out of a mass of depth data relations between
the frequencies
cert
types-. It can probably do mu.ch
more.
What I am wondering is this: is it possible to find a
statistician with suffiOient understanding of the kinds of
problems v;hic11 archaeology meets tooutlihe ; simply , for
the NOTEBOOK, the nature of the
statistical tools and
the way in which they are used~ I see no ne
for detailed
mathematical explanations if
gives a olear reference to
some -tex-twhich will show how todoacorrelation or calculate a median. And
might be possible for someone to
offer him a few characteristic problems - hypothetical of
course- which would be apt to occur in thefi
,and have
him suggest a statistical attackoD each.
I know that workers are using statistics to real advantage in many ways, but just as other points of technique
are exchanged to much advantage, so should stati ical
quirks 'tt:rhich help to CIaI' 1iy such thiIlgs as acoul turat ion,
stta t ification, .overlapping sites ,etc. be made generally
available.
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ON BONE DAGGERS
Gertrude Hill
During the summers of 1934 and
, the writer was
oup of students from the
iversity of Arizona,
one of a
~u?,son1 engaged ~ !he ex~avation ~nd r~
ora_t~on of _!<inlsnoa ,ca. l050-1~5v A.D. 1, a prehIstorIc pueblO on tne
White Mount
Apache reservation, near Fort Apache,
Arizona. L
daggers, 8 to 10 inches in length, made
from the cannon bones of deer, were qui
common in the
fill of the ruined rooms. So numerous were these articles
that speculat
as to their function ranged all the way
from weapons to a s in weaving. Several burials suggested
that a single
r was sometimes thrust through the hair
covering the
al region of the skull.
During
1940 Hopi Craftsman exhibit held annually
at the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagst f, the writer
was extremely
terested to find a Hopi man weaving one
of the elaborately brocaded ceremonial
s common to
the tribe. His equipment incllJded a long bone dagger,
identical to those found at Kinishba, which was used to
separate and
ck up the warp threads before inserting
the colored woof to make the design. Poss
the prehistoric bone
s of the Kinishba-ites
lIed a
similar fune on.

SHELL MOUNDS AND OTHER SITES IN
SONORA-ANlf1foRTHERN SHTALOA
Ralph L. Beals
--In the last issue of AMERIOAY A;,"'l'IQUIT¥ Gifford and
Schenk report on
11 mounds along the Sonora coast from
Guaymas north.
30-32, while engaged in ethnographic
work among the Yaqui and Mayo, I made a few notes on shell
mounds and other arohaeological sites which perhaps deserve
putting on record.
The coast from the mouth of the Mayo River in Sonora
to Playa San Ignacio south of the mouth of the Fuerte
River in Sinaloa was examined in a number of spots. From
surface indications many parts of the coast appear to be
almost continuous shell heaps, often extendi
many miles.
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The deep shell heaps reported by Gifford and
not found in this southern area, the maximum
observed being between three and four feet.
virtually
all snots examined, occasional potsherds were found which
seem similar to modern Mayo pottery. In a
of places
shell heaps OCCllr
considerable distance
the sea,
especially near
playas. In several places the presence of old beach
es suggests an emergence of the coast
since the shell
were deposited. This is particularly evident near
San Ignacio.
In a cut
Mayo River
s
I found
a few scatt
a depth of about one and one
half meters.
more occurred at four meters depth.
Again the sherds appeared to resemble modern Mayo pottery.
Sr. Antonio
, storekeeper in Tes ,repo ed the
, mostly a black ware at a one
finding of
meter depth
excavating for the
ions of his
house. 8r.· Me
also reported a buri
was found at a
depth of four
one-half meters near
sia
excavations for an irri tion ditch. The accompanying artifacts
had been lost. but included a miniature le ess metate and
mano.
At a number of points I made surface collections of
sherds, all of which I believe to be post-Caucasian in
time. Some
rds represent a finer f ish than exists
on the cant
orary pottery of the
but otherwise
it seems comparable. Stone IIdoughnut
II are found
occasionally. I purchased a broken
said to be
from the mesa on the north bank of
0 River opposite
Navojoa. I was also given.a grooved ax, well polished,
and a spe
ized legless metate. Both were said to be
from an
pit near Tetanchopo west of Navojoa. The
met ate is of granitic stone said to occur no nearer than
Alamos, some thirty miles east. S
lar metates are us
by both Ind
and Mexicans today to
ind small seeds.
A site disturbed by bee hunters was examined near
top of a bufa-like hill south of the Ciudad Obregon-Tesopaco road about twelve miles from Ciudad Obregon. Shell
bracelets closely resembltng Hohokam material, small di
shell b
, pink shell beads of odd shape, a few turquoise beads, and what appar
had been a long st
of graduated square-cut beads a a hard black stone were
found.
site I believe to
been a shrine as no
bone
s or occupati
debris occurred.
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A visit to the Cedros Valley, a tributary of the
l!Iayo River, revealed no sites although important settlements are mentioned in the early documents. Oonversations
with vaqueros brought many stories of sites in the hills
to the east and uniform denial of sites in the valley.
The absence of indisputably old sites in the area
calls for explanation. In the Cedros there is the strong
possibility that present towns and haciendas are actually
superimposed on prehistoric sites. The settlement of
Oedros itself suggests such a situation. In the main
river valleys early ijites may be deeply buried beneath
the alluvium or have been washed out by shifting river
channels. The best place for search is probably along the
edges of the alluvium on mesas.
One of the important archaeological and ethnological
problems in the area is the history of the Cahita speaking peoples. In view of the strongly developed painted
pottery to the no}.'th and south~ one suspects the Cahi ta
with their unpainted Dottery to be an intrusive grouD.
Gordon Ekholm has verified this to some extent in his
discovery of painted pottery sites on the Sinaloa River.
He also found possible Hohokam affinities in a site on
the lower Mayo river. Discovery of more painted pottery
si tes along the Mayo and Yaq"ui Rivers would do much to
clear up a puzzling situation.

HALIOTIS SHELLS mT TH~ NORTHWEST G9AST
Arthur Woodward
All archaeologists, professional and amateur who
have worked on sites along the coast of southern California
and in the San Joaquin Valley have accepted without
comment or question the presence of haliotis or abalone
shell ornaments. Which of course is as it should be. The
prevalence of those shells along the coast of California
made them a favorite univalve among the Indian inhabitants
of California, and elsewhere as the following article
indicates. Today the haliotis shell is utilized as far
off as China and Japan in the manuf2,cture of ornamental
objects. On the Northwest Coast, among the Tlingit,
Haida, Kwakiutl, etc., the nacreous shell has been used
to ornament masks, head dresses, wooden bowls, boxes,
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sof implements,garments and as necklaces. It found
its way to the Plains country and into the Southwest.
In an article by Alexander S. Taylor, "Misce
ous
Notes of the Author connected wi th
C8.lifornia Indian01
- No.2" which appe
in the
ifornia Farmer,
. 5, 1862, the following statements are made.
II From 1820 to
35, or dat
from the beginning
the century, a curious trade was carried on from Monterey
in the shells of the aulone. The traders in Monterey, or
those who resort
there in whale shiDS, used to buy these
Is and take them down to the Sand~ich Islands for
s e to the merchants there. Thev were then
iuned to
Oregon, Vancouver and
ssian Arne' ca, to exchange for
peltries and artic
with the coast Indians. The Indians
would
ve one Nor'west sea-otter's tail for one aulone
shell. These tails sold in China for from ~7 to ~lO,
:ligher. up north in Russian America the Indians would
ve one Nor'west elk
for three aulone sh
s.

IIThese Nor'west
skins which are very large, and
preserved by the Indians with smoke would sell to the
coast people st
further on to the North, for one Nor ' west sea otter I s skin, vJOrth in Ohina
om· one hundred
to one hundred and fifty dollars. Almost the
rity
of the trade was on Boston and Salem account, and immense
fortunes we
made by the dovvn east merchants in the
various ins and outs of the trade in furs and peltries,
by their own capturing or by eXChanging
gaws or rum
with the simple savages of the Coast from San Lucas to
Behring's Straits."
Taylor' referred again to the trade in abalone shell's
at the conclusion of his article:
liThe auloneshellsbefore spoken of, appear to have
been a medium
eXChange, producing a singularsoctal,
and we may say, political effect. They were taken by the
beaver trappers and mountain traders from Monterey into
the Sierra Nevada and even the Rocky Mountains and ex'"
changed with the Indians for
s, horses, buffalo robes
and ot r valuables at high prices. Asing of them, or
wampum, was of
t value as they were produced with
immense labor.
t took an Indian brave twelve mcnths to
a stri
They were broken uP, or cut w
obsidian
into small p eces, and then evety
ece was groun~ round
and a h e bored through it.
posses
of several
of these strings was an item of immense wealth and power,
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they being regar d in the light of a magic charm, medicine
and money. Their use extended amongst all the remotest
Oalifornia, Oregon, Vancouver and Northwest Coast Indians,
and they were often the cause of
oody and thieving
wars, just like the wars of the white people. To this
day the aulone is an important article of Indian trade. t1
In hlS
ter statements Taylor seems to be confusing
the smaller clam shell beads with abalone pendants,the
clam shell beads were
fficult to make and were accept
more as a primitive currency t
the abalone, the latter
being used more for ornamental purposes.
However, one might
ask, does the period of 1800 1820 mark the beginning of the use of abalone
Is among
the Indians of the Northwest Coast? A small, thin oorrugated abalone known as Haliotis kamtschatkana is found
from the north Asiatic coast along the Alaskan coast as
far south as Central California but this shell was not
serviceable as ornaments or as inlay,
shell be
too thin and brittle and the workman would have
en unable to obt n a smooth piece large enough for inlay
purposes. The largest of these shells would not range
over 4~ to 5 inches. On the ot r hand, the three types
of abalone shells known commonly as the
,green and
black are found from Lower
ifornia to as far north as
Coos Bay, Oregon. The black has a range from Lower California to Coos Bay. The red, from Lower California to
Bodega Bay, California and the green from Lower California to the Farralone Islands off
Francisco, California.
These shells are large, the black reaching a diameter of
7-8 inches, the red and green 8 to 10 inches. These are
the most colorful and the most in demand eBong the Indians
and the white men as well. During
early 19th century
t se were t
ones that undoubtedly found their way north
and at the opening of
20th century there was a demand
among the white men for abalone shell jewelry. Mr. Geor
Willett well known conchologist reports
just prior
to the first iNorld War, he and his partner sold three
gunny sac:{s filled with t
nacreous centers of
black abalone, found on Cedros Island, Lower California
for $500. These went to Austria to be manufaotured into
belt buckles, brooches, etc.
Frequently an examination of early newspaDer aocounts,
old trade lists or other
storic documents will yield
def
te clues useful to
student of ethnology and
archaeology. Too often the student is prone to rely only
upon the orthodox sources for corroboration of his finds
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and when these are exhaust , the research workers fall
back upon the easiest expedie
of quoting each other.
a search for information which tends to clarify archaeological or ethnological problems no source of supply
should be overlooked" This involves a tremendous amount
of labor, but the satisfaction of being able to put one's
finger upon a definite bit of illiormation often outweighs
the long and tedious hours spent
combing the documents
for these data.
(In this connect ion see Leechman's paper ," Abalone
Shel
from Monterey, II pp.159-162, ,AHERICAlJ ANTHROPOLOGIST
Vol.44, No.1, 1942.)

** ** •

* *

* * * .** * * *

DOM.EST IC FOWL AS CEREMONIAL OFFERINGS
Arthur'Woodward
Although we know that the turkey was domesticated
Mexico and probably in the Southwestern portion of the
United States among the Pueblos in pre-historic times,
the use of chickens for ceremonial purposes, particularly
in California seems not to have-been recorded. Consequently the following account may be of 80me .interest to
fellow· archaeologists.
In November-December 1939 I excavat
a large cave
on the south-east end of San Clemente Island which lies
about forty three miles off the ooast
Southern California. The Cave was seventy feet across the mouth, had
a ceiling ranging from fifteen or twenty feet at the mouth
to six or eight inches at the extreme rear and a depth of
about thirty five feet. The deposit of cultural debris
was from six inches to fi~e feet in depth.
Because
certain climatic conditions the refuse was
quite dry in suite of the ~act that it fronted on the ocean.
At high tide the fine, almost imperceptible spume floated
in and settled in the cave.
salt
this spume im~
pregnated the dust and everything buried in the shelter.
Unlike most California caves,which when examined usually
prove to have been utilized as storage rather than for
burials or habitations, this cave had been used as a
residence and for mortuary pUl'poses.
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Through the circumstance of finding the remains of
a large tawny haired male dog which had been wrapped in
a sea otter skin robe and given a ceremonial burial, we
named the cavern Big Dog Cave, and as such it will be
called in subsequent publications.
Accompanying three human burials were wads of mission
woven cloth. burned basketry of mainland type and abalone
shells. Co;sequently when ~ encountered sl~ilar offerings
of basketry, cloth a~d shells in conjunction with two
small bundles one carefully wra~ped in blue and grey striped
cloth of the mission period and tied with fibre cord, and
the other swathed in sea otter fur and fastened with the
same cordage, I thOU~lt they were artifacts accompanying
another Indian burial. However, I soon discovered that
the offerings were tl1e accornpaniement of the small bundles.
I unwrapped portions of each package and saF bird feathers
but did. not continue the investigation fl.Hther. In the
laboratory we discovered that th~ birds, instead of being
owl, hawk or eagle as I had first suspected, were a Spanish fighting cock and a hen. The cock 'Vms of the Red Dun
variety of game cock used in fighting, which had first
gone to England from India thence to Spain and Mexico
and eventually arrlved in California with the Span1sh
colonists. The hen was of the ~ealy Gray variety.
Apparently these birds fell into the hands of the
Indians living on San Clemente, sometime between 1780 and
about 1800. The purpose of the ceremonial treatment of
the fowl is unknown but if we are allowed a bit of speculation we might suppose that the Indians, unacquainted
with domestic birds might have observed the careful treatment accorded the creatures by the Spaniards.
It may be that these two chickens were stolen by the
gentiles living on San Clemente while on a visit to one of
the mainland missions. Not understanding the care of the
fowl, the birds died and instead of eating them, the
natives treated them with reverence and gave them burial
befitting a human.
This of course is sheer speculation. The fact remains, the dessicated bodies were found, carefully bound
in cloth and fur and accompanied by the same type offerings placed with human burials.

* *
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FLINT RIDGE
Arthur R. Alti
Flint
is a range of
hills extending in
a westernly
easterly direction
Licking and Musk
gum Count s, about half-way between IJewark and Zanesv Ie,
Ohio. The
forms a part of
Allegheny Plateau,
and has an elevation of about 1,200 feet at the western
end in Licking Oounty and dimini
s towards the eas I'n
end in Musk
County. The f
quarries of the
historic Indians are located in these flint-capped
tops where the material was obtained for their implements.
In primitive times, the only way
region could be
reached was by trails through the black forests,
there from all parts of the count
Highways of t
whiteman now lead in from all directions.
Flint
State Memorial
, comprlslng 26 acres,
is located
heart of the flint region, and commemorates the anci
quarries. At t s place, they bear
mute evidence of a once flourisl1ing industry, and are
visible as irregular, grass-covered bas s, having become shallow with rubble since the
ans worked them.
At the II
, " the first
the manufacture
of flint impl
s was quarryi
greatest acti ty
of the prehistoriC quarrymen centered in the vicinity of
what is now known as the house of Mr. Wesley White,
located at the cross-roads (Flint
State Memorial
Park). It
said that the entire area probably 1Nould
not exceed one huridred acres. In this locality, within
an area of about one mile, are the
st and most extensively worked quarries, where t i n t was of better
quality for prehistoric implements
at either the
eastern or western ends, where, due to imnurities, it
was unsuitable for that purpose.
However, th
inferior flint was used in making
buhr-'"stones by
early white settlers. Its rough,
grainy texture served well for that
ose, and aboom~
ing industry sprang up. The stones were shipped to all
parts of the count
where they Viere used for grinding
grain into flour,
quarries and
of the old
buhr-stones can
1 be seen at the extreme western and
sou.thern ends of
"Ridge II •
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A buhr-stone made from Flint Ridge mate
is in
t
collection of The Clark Coun
Histori
Society
Museum,
ows
inly the
or chinning quality of
the flint, and why it was not used for
iginal imDlements.
The autl1or, aooompanied by Messrs. Franl<: G. Burdett
Robert E. Craver of Springfi
,recent
surveyed
the !lRidge". On arriving at the Flint Ri
State
Memorial Park, we were met by
Robert. Ridenour,
the custodian of a 700 acre
t of forest and
eld,
privately Qi.med by a gentleman at Newark. This tract is
post
against trespass
,and Mr.
deno1J.r informed us
the limits, which we observed, there being
ouarries
outside the reservation for investi
ion.
Be
e start
our survey, we went over to Mr.
Yiesley "ithi t e t s house located on the 8i te of Clark's old
blacksmith shop. He was sitting in a chair in his front
yard basking
the mellow sunshine. Several, large
blocks of flint conta
geodes, filled with quartz
crystals, were placed around his front yard
nce. The
he said, were obtained from the abandoned, buhr-stone
quarry located in an old apple orchard southeast
the
"Memorial". These crypto-crystalline blocks of chalcedonic
silica are much sought after and prized by rock-gardeners.
I

The second stage
the manu.facture of aboriginal
implements at the If dge 't , was
blocking out workshop,
where t
flint ,,~ras first brought in sui table blocks from
the nearvy quarries to be block
out by hand hammers
into rough blanks and cores.
Craver had been at
IlRidge ll before, and surveyed
the edge of a blocking out vmrkshop east of
"Memorial II
'~!here he found several rough
s. He believed thts
would
a good
e to start our survey. The site was
in corn which was cut and in shocks, and fortunately the
ground had not been sown
wheat, consequent;ly
surfaoe
was well le
by rainfall. The
ire area
the
blocking out workshop, comprising several acres, was
literally covered with blocks of
nt that the ancient
quarrymen had brought from the quarries to be fashioned
into rough blanks for implements. -';e found many rough
blanks and blades which had been broken
chipping, due
to defective material or
sSibly care S8 workmanship.
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A number of small, ungrooved, hand hammers, made of
imported grani ti crooks, and some made from blocks of
flint, were found among the thick deposits of flint laying on the surfaoe. Their battered edges showed vigorous
usage. The grooved hammer is almost unknown here,
possibly due to the fact that a hammer held in the hand
and used in that manner, without a handle, was more
accurately controlled than one with a handle.
Craver found a sandstone block on the surface in a
pile of flint chips. On one side are 23 irregularly
spaced cups, and on the other side are 9 cups, spaced
in the same fashion. V1hat these cup-stones were used
for is unknown. The majority of them are made from
sandstone, and they are found on many Ohio sites.
Burdett found the only notchedarroTJiT point on this
blocking out workshop site, and the author found a small
1fT!! type drill which had the paint broken off.
This site was surveyed until well past mid-day, and
then, like the Indians of old, t,e caChed our heavy sacks
of findings under some sumac bushes before etrikingout
down the road leading back to the "Memorial II where the
car was parked containing our lunch.
Mr. White, being an flold timeI'll on the "Ridge ll , had
hunted and found many implements of the ancient quarrymen, and knew where their workshops were located. We met
him coming down the road. He stopped and gave us the
locations of several , east of the .IIRidge ll ,but unfort~
unately both had been recently sown in wheat with no
rainfall to level the surface, so it was practically
useless to hunt on them. However, the trip did not prove
futile, for the author spied a cornfield on the southea.st
which had not been cut. This site, we discovered, had been
used extenSively for both a blocking out and
finishing
workshop, and numerous unfinished, rough blanks and several
flint knives and a notched arrow point x:reref.ound... It was
here that Burdett found a large, globular, brown quartz
quarrying maul, weighing 21 pounds, near the fence line
of a wooded area that contained several ancient quarries.
Large mauls are found in the quarries that have not been
opened, and ocoasionally one is found on the surface, but
most of them, owing to their large size,have been picked
up by relic hunters. They were used by the quarrymen in
breaking off blocks of flint in t
quarries.
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The afternoon was vJearing on rapidly,
we started
back to where, the car was parked, and on
stopped
one more workshop which had been
soy beans and corn.
we found here, was a dupltcation of the other blocking
out workshops, with the exception of two
en ceremonial
artifacts, one found by Burdett, which was a section of a
winged slate banner-stone, and the other
piece was
found
the author. being 8. section of a
tone
ceremonial of unknown design.
The day was almost spent, only about a half hour of
daylight remained, and we used it advantageously, at
ping at a site on the way back to Brownsville. This, we
discovered, was a finishing workshop, used for the manuof flake knives from cores, made from r
s.
brought from the blocking out workshops hardby.
the third stage in the manufacture of flint impl
t
"Ridge ll • Here, all the excess flint was chipped
mak
the objects suitable for carrying to distant
s.
surface of the ground was strewn with small chips of
flint struck off durtng the manufacture of flint knives,
arrow and spear points. In the few remaining minutes of
ight, many flake or spore knives, several cores, and
a number of finely chipped blades "\illere found.
kept a keen lookout for implements made from a
, splotched flint, but were unsuccessful in find
This color is a rarity in Flint Ridge mater
is occasionally found and highly prized. The quarry from
it was obtained has never been re-located.
It is
ieved that Flint Ridge 'fvas neutral ground,
b
"
th_ e II t omah.ahl".
,,1_11 , VVl~l
".'h·l e quarrylng
.
.
an d
lans
urleu
their
s of flint, but after that, it was a different story. A
h of war-like implements exists at the
"Ridge", which seems to confirm the theory.
Abori
implements made from Flint Hidge material
are discovered over a wide area. They are found in Hopewell, Adena, and Fort Ancient Hounds, rock stations, and
on habitation sites in Ohio and other states. Thus, it
was much desi
and extensively used by prehistoric man.

* • * *

¥

•

* * *
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AM~PICAN

INDIAN ARCHITECTURE - A PROBLEM
--}i.R. Anfre

Little has been written specifically about house
types, their evolution, form, and distribution, in the
Americas, except in the areas of Incan, Mayan, and Aztec
occupation. There is a broad field of research in this
study and this paper is intended solely to stimulate interest and comment, and perhaps initate some sort of research program, on the topic.
In the Old World there was a definite transition from
the cave to circular dwelling to rectangular structures.
In the Americas, we are faced with the problem of cave and
cliff dwellers emerging into a glorified period of building imposing communal rectangular houses, retrogressing,
then re-emerging, to again give a decadent expression of
their former architectural achievement.
Heanwhile other cultures were living in structures
whioh ranged from subterranean circular dwelling, with
ingress through the smoke-hole, to a modification of this
form in a semi-subterranean or surface location, and with
ingress by means of a covered or uncovered doorway.
Some of the circular structures were the predecessors
of semi-rectangular a11d straight rectangular forms, while
in other cases the evidence seems to point to a rectangular
house form giving way to a more convenient circular type.
In some oases the evolution progressed, or degraded,
be it as it may, to prod.uoe simple lean-tos, wigwams, and
the tipi, the latter the popular conception of an Indian
abode.
In both rectangular and circular houses the mode of
construction varied considerably. In some, there was an
abuttment about the periphery to from a base against 1I1hich
poles were placed to lean against an outer set of posts.
From the top of this outer ring, rafter poles were laid to
an inner square or circle of poles, so that roof and wall
were dtstinct. Other rectangular and circular houses simply
combined roof and wall in long arching Doles.
In some cases only grass or tree branches were used
to form covering for the exterior; in others, a mixture of
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clay and grass was used. Still others formed a somewhat
elaborate framework of laced poles and grasses and covered with clay to form the wa~tle-work familiar
the
Mississippi Valley.
All evidence points to American aboriginal archi
tecture as a rapidly changing picture and a complex
problem which can be worked out only through a gathering
of
the known facts and arranging them in a order of
cultural assoCiation and time sequenoe.

* * * * * *

~

~

¥

*

~

¥

* * *

* * * * *

ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS IN PLATT !!ATIONAL PAR¥,
OKLAHOliiA
H.E. Antle
i,'{orking under an explora to
nenni t obtained through
the
gion III 0
ce of the National Pa
Service at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, the writer sunk three test pits
in the eastern portion of P
t National Park, Oklahoma,
to ascertain the presence of archaeological material.
The area lies at approximately
north latitude
and 97 west longitude; it is bounded on the north by the
Indian Base Line
is in the second east Town ip.
Park has 1
been a fav
camp
ground of
Indians because of its meC,lC
waters.
re are
thirty-two springs in the area, most
them being mineral.
Chickasaw
The Park itself was obtained by treaty frum
Nation at the turn of the present century.
north and
ering the Park at a
location, thence westward and across the boundary of
Park, where it turns to t
southwest to enter
the Washita River, i~
Creek, a permanent f~esh-water
stream which marks tl1e path of
ian migration from
Southwest to trad
points in northeast Oklahoma.
Just wi
the Park
at the location where Hock
Creek turns west, there enters a swi ly-flowing tributary
from t
eastern-most
of the Park. This stream is
fed by two majoT
ings Antelope and Buffalo, which produce an estimated en mi ion gallons
water
ily.
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was in the vicinity of Ant ope Springs that
e
test-pits '{vere dug, the location being made through tvro
minute
t
Tds turned up dur
construction of a water
line.
ion of the Park is an open rocky prai e
encompas
a thicket of hardwoods, briers, shrubs,
vines, in
immediate creek b tom. The rock prairie
slopes
down to the ere ,
ving a quick run-off
to mete ic waters. The site investigated lies just
with
the wooded belt, one hundr
yards north of the
creek, and seventy-five feet south of the rocky hill
slope.
soil on the surface is a heavy black loam,
covered with a profusion of grasses, brambles, and tr s.
There is no surface indication of
ological materi
Three
st~pits were dug wi
in a fifty-foot radius.
At a depth of one and one-half
t the black viscous
soil
to a red gravel
clay layer. 'rhe topmost
portion of
s layer marks the
storie occupation
level. The northernmost test-pit was sterile. The other
tvvo disclosed charcoal, sherds, PI' oj ectiles, and game
animal l'
The potsherds are
a heavy grit-tempered variety. Some are smooth on
exterior while a
few are cord-marked. All sherds were heavily coated with
soot. The few projectile points recovered ranged in size
from t eeths of an inch to an
No large ones
were found; hmlCever, due to the 1 it
test ing, this
s
not mean that
do not exist.
of the points were
poorly made~ possessing none: of t
chipping technique which typifies projectiles in s es to the west and
north of
t
ional Park.
remains were representative of
and bison, once common in this locality.
In comparison with other mater
recovered, they seemed
rather pl
A recommendation has been made to Superintendent
William E.
of Platt National
that a systematic and more
ensive excavation of the area be made.

FEl,~UR

LENGTH AND THE CARD IFF COMPLEX

H.E. Antle
Rarely isa new discovery of
st
c human remains made that
Cardiff Complex is not expyessed by
some sincere but over-enthusiastic
i vidual. I've refer
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to t:10se numerous accounts of giants brought to light by
accident or otherwise.
The
stigator himself is not always to blame;
gene
the statements find their way into the press
through gross
snnderstanding on the
t of t
feature
writer who is accustomed to gathering sensational news.
An innocent remark that a c8Ttain human
letonwas
unusually large may find its way into pri
as be
seven feet tall. Interviews will sometimes
so be made
with local natives or chance
standers and t ir unskilled observations quoted.
t is too bad that once
in print such statements cannot be recalled.
Since archaeology is now the hobby of many persons,
and societies exist, and excavations are ca
ed on in
regions often devoid of anatomists other than the local
M.D., we pres
here two mathematic
formulas for
approximating the height of an individual by means of t
femur length. The IIFrench Measure" is used; however,
grade school ari
tic
give a metric eauivalent if
the final resu.lt is desired in common units of measure.
Now it is not possible to say
th accuracy that a
u~ing the formulas
given femur is of a male or female.
specimen was a
the re
s will show
height, if
male, or the hei t, if a female.
Formula 1.
iply
total femur 1 ength by 1. 88
and to the result add 813.06. This will give an answer
in mi imeters. This is for a female.
Formula!I. Multiply the total femur length by 1.945
and to
reeul t a.dd 728,44.
s is fol' a male.
According to the grade school arithmetic book, we
can
vide the answer by ten and get it in c
imeters
and then divide this result by .3937 and change it to
inches.

A PROPOSED BIBLIOGRAPHY SERIES
Holmes lhlis
At the Minneapolis meeting of the Society for Amerioan
Archaeol
Fr
ick Johnson
the writer discussed
poss
ity of making available for
ral use the
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vast amount of bibliographical material which has been
compiled during
past three years
the Ohio State
M.useum.
The outcome of this
BCllBsion was the decision to
publish in the NOTfBOOK a series of samule bibliographies
on specific s1J.bjects to
t the reaction, if any,-fr~m
the readers. These bibl ographies would not be complete
but would contain enough material to s er
e
vidual
in the proper direction.
If there is a
ral interest in this sort of th
it might prove feas le to run the bibliograuhies on
unnumbered pages so that they could be removed from the
NOTEBOOK and
led for ready reference.
As an example of what. might be done a sho
series
of papers on Indian
iculture is appended. As stated
before, this does not pretend to be an exhaustive list,
but merely "hits the hi
spots."
On some subjects where there are not many references
available,
1 of the mate
which we have li ed could
be included and interested readers
ited to send
additional tit s to Yr. Johnson.
DDIAN AGRIGULTUR:S A BIBLIOGRAPHY
GENERAL STUDY
Edwards, Everett E. HAgriculture of the American Indians:
A Classified List of Annotated Historical References
with an Ir.troduc or.. " U.S. Department of Agriculture, L rary, B
IOG.RAPHIOAL GOKTEIBUTIONS, no.23,
106pp., June, 1933, 2nd edition.
Weatherwax, Paul; Kempto~, James H.; Bartlett, Katherine;
Frank, Paul R.; Watson, Don; Halseth, Odd S.; Haury,
Em ; Jones, Volney H.; Henry, G.W.; and Bellue, U.K.
"Symposium on Prehistoric
iculture." Bullet
of the Universi
of New Mexico, ANTHROPOLOGICAL
SERI ,vol.l, no.5 (1936),00.5-72.
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ey, Gret
, t I The Groundnut as Used by
Indians
of Eas texn
th America, II lHchigaYJ. Academy of
Science, Arts and Letters, PAPERS, vol.35, nt.4
(1939), pp.507-515.

Gilmore

Melvin Randolph, IlThe Ground
IAN NOTES,
. 2, no. 3 (

e8.

11

87.

CORN

Collins, Guy N. lltTotes on the Agricultural Hi story of
It:aize. II American Histortcal ABsociation, A1nnJAL
of 1919,
.1, np.409-429, Washington, 1923.
Weatherwax , Paul, Story .of the Maize Plant. 247 '0'0.
ills. ,
, University of Chicago Press, 1923.
,

,

COTTON

Jones, Volney H. "Survey of Data on Aboriginal Cotton of
the Southwest,lI Bulletin of
University of New
Mexico, A!,rTHROPOLOGICAL
, vol.l, no.5 (1936),
pp.51-64.
FOODS
Ba

FOOD PREPARATI

ey, Flora L. flNavaho Foods and Cooking Methods,lI
AMERICAN ANThnOPOLOGIST, n.s., vol.42, no.2
(Apr
,1940), pp.270-290.

Carr, Lucien, tiThe Food of Certain American Indians and
ir JA:ethods of
eparing It.1f
iean Anti
SOCiety, PROCEEDINGS, vol. ,pt.l (1895),
pp.155-190.
Waugh, FredeI'
Wilkerson, If Iroquois Foods and Food
Preparation. I! Canad
Geological Survey, ANTHROPOLOGICAL SERIES 12, Memoir 86,
" 39 pls.,
Ottawa, 1916.
J:IAPLE SUGAR
Chamberla , A.F. "The ]iIaple Amongst the Algonkian Tx
AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST, 0.8" vol. 4 , no.l (Jan,
.39-43; ibid., no.4 (Oct. 1881), pp.381-383.
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haw, H. 'IV. II Indian Origin of lila-ole
SL1Rar.
If
AtrERICA~T
(
-"
ANTHROPOLOGIST, o.s., vol.3, no.4 ,October, 1890),
.341-351.
\

MEDICINALS
La Barre, We on 11 ti ve American Beers. II AMERIOAN
ANTHROPOLOGIST, n.s., v01.40, no.2 (April-June, 1938)
pp.224-234.
Safford, William Edward "Narcotic Plants and Stimulants
of the Ancient Americans. rr SMITHSOI>iIAN AH~TUAL
REPORT for 1916, pp. 7-424, 17p18., Washi
on, 1917.
Shonle, Ruth tlpeyot e,
Gi vel' of
8 ions. It
AMERICM,T
Al\TTHROPOLOGIST, n, s" vol. 27, no. 1 (January-Earch,
1925), pp. 5
5.
Youngken, Heber W. "Drugs of t
North Arne can Indians.
AMERICAN JOURIITAL OF PHARl'A'JY, vol. 96 (July, 1924),
pp.485-502; ib " vol. 97 (Uar -Apr ,1925),
pp.158
5, 257-271.

II

NUTS
Herriam, Clinton Hart liThe Acorn, a
s8ibly Neglected
Source of Food. II NATIONA:- GEOGRAPEIC HAGAZDTE, vol. 34,
no.2 (Aug. 1918),
.129-137.
OILS
Battle, Herbert B. liThe Domestic Use of Oil among the
Southern Aborigines. t1 A~GGr.:{.:;:CA1J ANTriROPOLOGIST, n. s.
vol. 24, no.2 (ADr11-June 1922), Dp.171-1S2.

Jenks, Albert Ernest "The Wild
ce Gatherers of the Upper
Lakes.!! Bureau of
ican Ethnology,
th ANNUAL
REPORT,
.2,
97-8, pp.1013-1137, 2 maps, 9 tables,
Stickney, Gardner P. nlndian Use of Wild
ceo II AI~ERICAN
ANTHROPOLOGIST, o.s., vol.9 (
iI, 1896), pp.
-21.
ROOTS
of the Seneca Indians."
Harris, Geo
Henry "Root Fa
Rochester Academy of Science, PROCEEJINGS, vol.l
(December, 1890), pn.lO
7.
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TOBACCO
Linton, Ralph Use _().:f Tobacco among North American )nCi,ian.§...
Field
eum of Natural Hist
ANTHROPOLOGY
LEAF
., 6 DIs., Chic
,1924.
Setchell "ciilliam Albert Ii Abori
Tobaccos. II Ar!.EHI
ANTHROPOLOGIST, n. s., vol.
,no. 4 (Oct ober-December,
1921), pp. 7-414.
~est,

George
"Uses of Tobacco
the Calumet by
Wiscons
ans. II VHSCONSIN ARCHAEOLOGIST, o. s. ,
vol. 10, no. 1, (i/Iarch-June, 1911),
.5-64.

The foIl
extensive bibli
plans to publish

references have been
sen from an
supplied by
ss Hill. The editor
from time to t
as space permits.

Aboriginal
ca; abstracts. Science ProbIess,
v.32, October, 1937. pp.32
7.
to North
Antevs, Ernst.
Spread of Abor
America. Geographical Review, v.25, no.2, April,
1935. pp.302-308.
Boas, Franz. Migrations of Asiatic "Claces
Cultures
to North America. Scientific Mon~hl.;L, v.28, '9'ebruary,
1929. pu.llO-117.
Cook, Harold James.
ological Evidences
in America (
ract). Geological Soci
America. ;;;;..;::.;;......;;;..;:...~;..;., v. 42, no. 1, March,

ly lilan
of

Doughty Francis Y'J'orces r. Evidences
in the Drift.
University of
iladelphia. Anthropological Pamphlets, v.82, no.
,1882.
I

America.
Goddard, Pliny Earle. Antiqu.ity of Man
Natural History, v.2S, May, 1926. pp.2
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IMPORTANT!

NOTICE!
1HE

MEETING
of
The Society for American Archaeology
at the
Hot
Gibson, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 8 and

IMPOHTANT!

ANNU~~

9

is hoped that as many as possible of the members of
the Society will attend this meeting both because of the
papers which will be
sented and because of the opportunity
to see the collections in the Cincinnati museums and nearby
archaeological sites. Furthermore, at the Business Meeting
contemplated changes in the Constitution and By-laws will be
of interest to the entire membership.
In an effort to awaken interest in the meet
the
following abstracts have been included in this 'issue of the
NOTEBOOK. They are presumed to entice rather than rep
These papers will be presented on Friday at the morning
and afternoon sessions.
THREE DIAGNOSTIC POINTS FHOM EASTEHN MISSOURI
----- ----------Robert M. Adams
As a result of inv~stigations by the Academy of Science
of St. Louis-WPA expedition in two neighboring rock shelters
30 miles south of St. Louis and two miles west of the Mississippi River three point forms probably are of considerable,
antiqui ty.
The first is a short
ck side notched point found
without pottery associations at a depth of 210 centimeters
with other long spearpoints and end scrapers. The pottery
bearing deposits terminated at a depth of 75 cent
ters in
the shelter. The same type of point was found wlth others
like it in deep deposits in an old
ream bed in another
shelter nearby. These were found with some 75 other chipped
stone artifacts and two sherds. The implements are of varying age but they lay under undisturbed late Indian occupations where sherds were far more plentiful than stone implements. One of the thick short side notched pOints has the
familiar channe
usually associated with the Fluted point.
With these points were found the Black Sand and Signal Butte I
pOints believed to have some antiquity in Illinois and
Nebraska respectively. Not one of the points in de
levels
from either shelter were of the isosc es t angular variety
which are almost inseparable adjuncts of the MiSSissippi Pat....
tern of known late date. These latter points were plentiful
from the superficial deposits, however.
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The second point also with side
s but much
l' than the aforementioned point
relation to its length has a polish
A twin to this pOint was found 60 cent
eters
Burface,
cen timeters over an IJxt
t bisoH
on
Mo,
same level as a mastodon bone
bone bed ten miles north of the shelters.
lay
a loes
ike soil with high vertic
e
above the gravel and talus bed in which
neve
ess it was found close to the contact zone.
1

third point, a long finely chipp
e
h
an expanded stem with concave tip and an e
e
8
d profile was found to one side of the stream
d
mentioned above as being in one of the rock
elters and
a
ig;h tly de eper level together Vii th heavy iron
itatos. Other spearpoints of this type were f
same level. There were no pottery assooiations.
It r:lay or may not eventually prove to be
ficance to note that the bottoms of both rock
above remnants of a river terraoe in the
known to
of late or middle QUaterna,ry age.
vel',
no
diotions of absolute age can be given at the
8setit
t e.
• Louis Ray is shortly to make an eL~aust vo
of terraces in
ation to both the shelters and
8wi
bone bed.

* * * * * * * * * •
EARLY CULTURES OF THE GEORGIA QOAS%

-------J 08 eph-0: Culdwell----

_No uDstrRct

• * * * * * * * * •
HORIZONS IN THE SOUTHEAST
N. LevviS----

--'?-::,I-:-

No abstract

• * * *

~

* * * • *

ers a summary of the results of a survey
sd on in oonjunction with the location and develN
z Trace Parkway. The ParkvI<lY, a high
road commemorating the old Natchez Trace, in
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conna ing the towns of Nashville, Tennessee, and Natchez,
Mississippi, passes through a relatively unknown archeological area. With the exception of one short excavation program,
the survey has been exclusively of a surface collection nature.
8ults, therefore, are heavily weighted on the ceraInic side,
except for northeast Mississippi, where the excavations revealed a sequence of cultures observed in stratigraphic situations.
AS mentioned above, the survey Is work is restrict
by
Act of Congress to !~ incognita except at the crossing of
the Tennessee River at Colbert Shoals and at the south end
which impinges upon the nOl'thern periphery of the Louisiana
State University sphere of activity. Since the sequence of
cultures was known on the basis of previous work in the
vicinity of the Tennessee River and at Natchez, the search
for sites and materials have been concentrated in the zones
where no reported research had ever been conducted,

Probably the most important single contribution of the
survey is the establishing of a sequence of temper types in
the cultures best known through their preponderant use of cordwrapped paddle-stamped decoration. These cultures have, in
Mississippi, been characterized in the past as Deasonvil1e.
It is apparent, however, that the Deasonville cordmarked material represents a late type and was preceded in northeast
Mississippi, at any rate, by a pottery complex similar to
Deasonville in form and application of decoration but which
is heavily tempered with sand.
Of equal importance Was· the discovery of a heavy and widespread occurrence of an Archaic non-pottery horizon in the
broken, hilly section of Tennessee between the Alabruna line
and Nashville. It is a region of steep hills and
dges cut
by hundreds of small branches a.nd creeks. On the second
bottoms along each creek and minor water course one or more
si tes will be found. Galled I-mapping si tes in the past, these
sites yield
lnt artifacts typologically identical with the
prepottery remains of the Tennessee River She
heaps. They
are regarded as small viI
sites of Archaic
'It has also been found that the pottery types, characterized by Quimby a.s Na.tchezan, extended up through central
MiSSissippi as far as Tupelo; this is particularly true of the
type known as Fatherland Incised which has been found on the
surface at site after site.
On the basis
excavations'near Tupelo in northeast
Mississippi, the vague outlines of three prehistoric levels
have been deciphered. The earliest level, characterized as
Miller I, appears to be coeval with the fiber tempered levels
desoribed by Webb from the Tennessee Basin. Succeeding it is
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the Miller II horizon correlated with the Alexander-Tchefunc-;:;e
Marl{sville periods, probably oVerlapping both
of
se. Miller TIT seems to be D1l outgrowth of the Miller
II level and is corre::u:;,ted. with the Early Middle Mississippi and Deasonville cultures.
Most recent in tho area, of course, is the historic
Chickasaw occupation,
e is some vague evidence that
the Chickasaw were em~)J.oy
a Miller III type of cuI tu,re
at the time of De Sotois visit. Fragmentary as the data
are, it is felt that the foundations of a valid culture
sequence has been demonstrated for the area south of the
Tennessee River and north of Jackson, Mississippi.

* * * * * * * * * *
A STRATIFIED CADDOAN MOUND SITE
C. H. Webb - - - - - - - The Belcher mound site in Northwest Louisiana offers
stratigraphic evidence of sequential alterations in Caddo
pottery types, as well as variation in house types. A
brief description of the archaeological findings is presented, with correlation of house types, burial customs,
pottery sequences and other artifact types with the four
stratified levels in Mound B. The general relationships
of the Caddo Confederation of North Louisiana, East Texas
and Southwest Arkansas to other Caddoan peoples and the
possible connections between the archaeological findings in
this area and other surrounding cultures are briefly reviewed.

• *
EXCAVATION

*

* * * * * * *

A MIDDLE MI SSISSIPP I MOUND AND VILLAGE
NEW MADRID TIQUNT::L. MISSQURIw. M. Walker

Investigations just completed by a WPA Archaeological
Project sponsored by the St. Louis Academy of Science near
the town of Matthews, Mo. in the bottomlands of the Mississippi Valley have yielded important information on the lives
and customs of a prehistoric occupation of R large settlement comprising mounds and house sites surrounded by an
embankment overlooking an ancient watercourse. The people
were agricUlturalists who also enjoyed a hunting and fishing economy as evidenced
1
e TnHBSes of bones of deer,
bison, c:arni vores, and
'. ;]Y' [mim,3-ls and the presence of
small finely chipped arrOi;c'po:i. 1] of the Middle MissiSSippi
flint chipping techniqu3.
of the pOints were serrated
and may have been more used in warfare.
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The evidences of agriculture were found in the form
chipped flint blades for use
hoes or spades,
so the presence of a small
corn still .'ldto the· cobs. Bone tools
, needles, and
s were also found.
Pottery was of two princip
types, shell-tempered
clay-grit tempered. The finer vess s were nIl shellered, bowls, bottles, plates, and
fOI'ms Dnd
were commonly found with the buri s. Coarser shell-tempered pottery and cord-mnrked
ay-t
ware were used
for the large .jars and bO'wls and domes ic vessels. Painted
vvare in red and vv-hi te, nnd a red sl
d ware vfere found
only in the burial mounds.
House sites were rectangular
an Itvi ttl doorwoy
gene
towards the water, a cent
replace, and
watt
and daub construction. Two types of walls vrere
notic ,one a single line of post molds not Bet in
trenches, the other n double line of posts set in wn.ll
trenches. This might have indicated summer and winter
habit ions. House sites were found
nt one level
not more than 3 feet deep in the
, but in the
mounds an upper and lower level was
sent separated by
a water laid sand stratum. Houses nenr
surface had
been burned and the bones of one
the occupants were found beneath the charred t
s were in small fru2ily plots n8nr the houses
and
in burial mounds. Those in the mounds contained
the
ecimens of pottery usually
orlltcd . Intrusive
bundle reburi s were found on the upper 1
s of the
ceremoni
mound.
Cross-sections through the large ce
mound
reve ed the
stence of all earlier truncate mound wi th
a fi
ace near the top and center. A
cup or
dipper in the shape of a Busycon She
s a southern
origin for the builders. Later a mass
clnW had
been
to the Vlest side of the inner mound and
successive la.yers finally gave it a height of
et,
length
and width of 70 feot as rac
in 1575,
Five of the seven mounds were arranged Rbout a square or
plaza
center of the village ns is characteristic
of mound groups all the way down the Missis
i
ey_
No objects of white manis culture were found so the
site is c
ainly prehistoric and probably
to a
late st
Middle Mississippi phase.
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Mound F was the second largest of the Angel Mounds
Group. It stood 1538 feet southvvest of the principal mound
and at the west end of what we believe was the village square.
It was approximately square, having·basal dimensions
of 193.75 feetT northwest - southeast by 190.7 feet northeast
southwest. The apex was truncate forming a flat terrace 78.2
feet long by 65.7 fe
wide ~-- the long axis being northeast - southwest. The maximum elevation VTas 13 feet above
the average
level.
The square of the mound was not oriented with
cardinal points
any way. A med~an line established through
the mound was found to bear north al°30' east, paralleling
the principal mound the long axis of which bears north 20 0 0'
east. The slight difference in bear
between the two mounds
suggests the poss ility of planned
gnment.
An exploratory technique was used which permitted
discovery of a primary earth structure without penetrat
the earlier mound
any point. The mantle of earth cons
tuting the secondary mound YJaS removed
such a way as to
reveal the primary mound in its ent
ty, including the
mound slopes.
The upper surface of the primar~T mound was trowol
to expose post holes, house Dall trenches, pits and other
features. CampI e plotting of these
atures indicated
use to which the mound had been put.
The top of the primary mound had been used as a
foundation for a rectangular structure 91 feet in length,
overall, by 44 feet
width with tho long axis northeastsouthwest. It
as though this structure had been
divided into two rooms, the one on the south being the larger
and surrounded on
four sides by a clay banquet. The
floor, in the center of the banquet, was therefore depress •
A circular fireplace was found in the floor within the south
of the house as was a rectangular fireplace north of the
banquet.
<

Within the house clusters of post molds and stake
holes were found in such a vW.y as to sugGest the former
presence of tables or stick supported benches around the
walls of the north room.
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A square pit vms found inside the house v1hich had
been roofed over, or covered, with a stick supported cover
of cane. Within the pit the fragments of two or more very
large pottery vessels were found.
Outside the
holes were found at
was a suggestion of
rooms or 'U..'1.attached

house outline clusters and rows of post
the four corners of the mound apex. There
their having served as porticoes, antestructure s ..

Completely surroundin~ the edge of the mound
ex was
a row of post molds markIng the position and configuration
of a stockade which had surrounded the house. A bre
on the
east side, near a ramp-like structure in the east slo'ge probab
indicates the means of entrance.
Intrusive bundle burl s with stone used in various
ways in grave construction ~ere limited to the east slope
of the secondary mantle.
The structure, or house, was of the Ymttle and daub
type with grass and cane thatched roof. The house had been
burned and most of the debris clear.ed a i 7ay before the eight
feet of earth, forming the secondary mound, was added.
At this INri tine the

imary mound remains to be re-

moved.

AN ADENA DWELLING HOUSE IN BOONE COUNTY, KENTUCKY
William S. Webb.
A circular house, 26 feet in
nmeter, constructed
of paired posts in outer \vall and with six posts in an interior circle, to support the roof, had on its central fired
area, the depos ed cremated remains of at least eleven·individuals. A small earth m01md vms built over this deposit
inside the house and the house was then destroyed by fire
and a mound erected over all. MOlmd grew by increments as
additional Adena log burials Here added until it had
tombs and contained 89 additional burials.
$"

,;~.

AN ADENA

T.o~J

HOUSE IN BOONE COUNTY 2 KENTUCKY

-VHlliam

Webb.

A circular town house 58 feet in diameter,
th paired
posts in the wall and four interior posts for roof support,
had beside these, a covered doorway, 0. central fire place,

6

4.
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. d II d ~as
. U f or th
th lfvtind brake!! about it, a ra~se
Le II presl• d'lng
officer", covered by a four post construction (canopy?), and
2 row~ of seats against the house vmll for the "council members" •
The house we,s burned and an elaborate log tomb 16 I X
25" was erected sq uarely on the IIdias ll within the area marked by the four posts of the flcanopy". This tomb of bark rend
logs contained one extended burial, covered in part by red
ochre and
part by pO\'Jdered graphite, and vms accompanied
by the deposited ~remated remains of two individuals, each
placed in a corner of the log tomb. A mound was erected over
this tomb - later a mound was erected over all, to cover the
Tovm house floor. Later 6 other small Adena log tombs were
intruded into the side of the mound.

AN INDIAN MOUNDS NATIONAL MONUMENT IN PROSPECT
Charles R. Keyes.
No abstract.

MECHANICALLY COUNTING

~Y

FIVES, MAYA STYLE

Robert H. Merrill
In four pages this paper presents'Maya calendar tables
claimed equivalent to ~oodmanfs 114 pages. Instead of turning 13 pages, 0. transparent tabulation m~ly be slid up or dovm
13 lines. Direct TIork in Maya positional notation is actually
easier than transforming into Arabic decimals. Aboriginal
procedure was probably D.S simple as we noV] think our familiar
arithmetic to be; if only we discover their rules.' Counting
by fives as on an abo.cus is one such simple method, which
this paper endeavors to apply.

THE LOCATION f.i.ND DELIMITATION OF ARCP.L.AEOLOGICAL
SITES BY MEANS OF DIVERGENTVEGETATION
Volney H. Jones.
A number of archaeologists and botanists have observed
that the location and outlines of archaeologic
s1 tes cI'm .
often be ascertained by differences in the nature, quantity,
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or vigor or the plants growing on the site, as compared to
the flora. surrounding it. rrhree explanEttions of this phenomenon have been offered:
1.
2.
3.

Enrichment of the soil by former occupation, resulting in a more vigorous vegetntion on the site.
Physical and chemicnl alteration of the soil resulting in qunlitntive floral differences.
concentration of economic plant s during occupation, and C:. persistence of these to the present.

f;.

addition to the value of this phenomenon in assisting the E'"rchaeologist in finding o..nd delimiting s1 tes, the
data involved should also be of value and interest to the
plant ecologist. It is suggested, therefore, that before destroying this evidence, the . archaeologist should call it to
the attention of botanists.
Such divergencies of flora on archaeological sites are
apparently not confined to any particular region or kind of ,.
site. They have been'reported from Tierra del Fuego, Alaskn,
California, Loui siana, 'Indiana o.nd other di'Tcrse plac es on
several kinds'of sites, and can therefore be expected in almost
any situation.

AN INTERPRETATION OF SIOUAN PREHIS'l'ORY

James B. Griffin
At the beginning of the colonization of the United
States territory various Siou8.n tribes were located from
the northern Mississippi and Missouri Valleys to the Gulf
of Mexico, and from the Central Plains to the Atlantic Piedmont. Beginning ';Ii th the archaeologicr,l culture s a ttributable to these historic groups [m attempt is made to identify the prehistortc archneologico.l cultures y{hich might be
assignc"ble to Siouan units.

NEGATIVE PI.INTING I~KD THE SPRK',D OF MIDDLE
,
MISSISSIPPrCU'LTURE
Philip Phillips.
A description of negative painting is given '!lith Certain assumptions, based mainly on N:iddle funerican sources,
wi th respect to the teChnique by which it WD.S produced. YJhatever the precise technique it yras essentinlly the sarno
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in the ty!O areas, Southeast
Middle America, because of
the similarity of the product. This similo.ri ty ccmnot
accidental. A brief description o.nd illustration of
s
in Tennessee-Cumberlnnd, Lov!er Ohio,
Southeast Missouri
will be followed by a map shoring tho
stribution for the
Southeast genero.lly. The discussion will emphnsize thc,t the
distribution of this
chniq ue centers in the Tennessee-Cumber
aren rather than
the central Mississippi Valley.
This same si tU8.tion mav bo shoym for a number of t'.ssocinted
elements, mn:~ing up th~ so-called ttbuzzard" cult. It
been o.ss1L.'11ed thnt the
eecrnnce rmY\7hero in the Southeast of
these
cialized cfultural itoms is the result of Middle Mississippi spread from the centrnl Mississippi Valley. This
conc
of Middle Mississippi, I am beginning to fe , is both
terminologically and culturally unsound. The paper will close
wi
remo.rks on
distribution of negative pninting gener-"
ly, Middle .Americr" Southvlest, Antilles, and South ii-merica,
emphasizing again the seeming unimport:mce of the Mississippi
Valley as a route of entry. If this is also true of other
Itdio.gnostic" Middle
ssiss
traits it ":ould seem th[,t
the concept of Middle Hississippi is in nc
of re-examination.

THE PRESENT ST1~TUS OF OHIO i1.l'1ClIIiEOLOGY
Richard G. Morgan.
A resume of the archf'.eol
CD.l cultures now recognized
in Ohio is presented 'fIith some remarks on their distribution
in tho surrounding areas. The chronological
culturrcl
inter-relations of tnoso groups from Folsom to Fort [~ncient
are briefly outlined.

The following pnpors
11 be
csented
this meeting
under the o.uspices of the Centrnl States Branch, Americcm
Anthropological Association.
The flNeolithic l ! In The Near East.
Anthropology and History.
Some Self-Punishment Behavior Patterns
Of The Pomo
Geographical And Cultur
Position of
The Popoluca Of Vera Cruz.
On The Use Of Tools
Primates ..
When Doctors Disagree.
Anthropology nnd Psychoannlysis

R:

J. Braidv100d.
F. C. Cole.
A.. Halperin ..
~

G. M. Foster, Jr.
Ylhi te
Mason.
P. Honigsheim.

L:

A~

J~

11. 0
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STONE i1.RTIFI,CT

TERMI~OI,OGY

I::1 May, 1940, the Society for ....merican •. rch~"J.eology,
meeting 1n Indianapolis, d.etermined to 170rk to'\';8.rd n uniformi ty In nrchc.eologicr,l nomenc1ahu'e and to that end ~t!YDoint
ed t? COnL"TI:i.ttee composed bf l:~ndre\7 H. ~Tniteford, ChairmRn,
Richard G. MorgEn, and J. Vladimir Fc':,kes. Sub-conTIni ttees
were then a.pproved to study v8.l"'ious c.spects of this undertaking. In March, 1941, the Sub-cOlnrnittce on Stone ;.rtifaet
Terminology issued (1 questionnCtire to ap:;::>roximo.tely one
hU);1.d1'ed archD.eologists in the eastern and mid-viostern states ..
This questionnaire, . which brought a forty percent response,
was concerned vli th the terIns \"!hich t.pply to specific pnrts
of projectile points. It wqs hoped that in this
a stc.~t
might be made and the proper method of approach detormined.
In May, 1941, the Society for American Archc.eology,
meeting in Minneapolis, held a spec!
evening meeting for
members interest edin discuss
stone fl.rtifr~ct term:i.nol oc.;y.
The discussion, centered on tho returns from the questionnaire,
resulted in this present:'.t:i.on of the problem to tho membership ['.S 0. y;hole.
Appended to this brlef introduction is f'. list of numbers o.nd terms. The numbers refer to the specific areas
indico.ted on the accompccnying slwtches; the torms, listed
in order of pr~ference, nre those returned
th the first
questionnaires. ;myone i!1torested in th:l.s problem is invited to check his preference or add his terms to the follo'wing list [end return:tt to H. I{olm&s Ellis, Lithic Lc,boratory, Ohio Stnto Wluseum, Colurnl)us, Ohlo.
In the following list and sketches several areas .
indicated in the original qUGstionnnire hc...ve been omitted,
since i t \7~"S the consensus thr,t no terms ,,'ere needed to
cover these p['.rtlcular :J_reo.s.

1

Shoulder
Part of Secondary edge
Offset
Burb

2

Neck
Stem
Shank

3

SteM
Tang
Shnn..1{
~iet"\t

Ho.:ft
Shaft
B:lso.l fnce

4

Blade
Pe~ce

Body
5

Point
Tip

6

Edge
Side
Blf'_de
Shoulder
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Bc..rb
Corner
Shoulder
Shoulder corner

15

Stem
Sh~:,nk

r.rhro2 t
Blnde

Tc.ng

8

9

Spur
Shoulder tip
Wing tip

le

Notch
Channel
Crotch

Notch
COI'ner
Crotch
Angle

17

Stem
Part of body
segment

Corner
Bletde
Bn.stll face
'rang
Shnnk
Shnft

tip
0.1 shoulder
Flange
Spur
Stilt
10

bo.se

t·

18

Notch
Corner
Crotch
Stem o.ngle
12

13

tip
Enr
Primr.,ry shoulder

T:1ng
Spur

Barb
Corner
Tang
Shoulder corner
shoulder
Spur
Shoulder
Part'.; of secondar7
Offset
Edge
Corner to neck
Barb

Corner
Bilrb

o

19

Chf'.rmel
Flute
Groove
Fluting groove
s::'..l notch

20

Barb
Corner
Spur
Enr>

Tit
14

Notch
Bifurcation
Groove
Fork
FI e

shoulder
shoulder
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Serrntions
Dentate
Notched edge
Edge
Dentation
Teeth
Cogged
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Face
Side
S'urface
VJidth
Flank

')L1
'-.1 . '..

Bevel
Edge
Side
Thickness
End
Chamfer

25

Edge

Serrc,tions
EdQ'EJ
u -

Hetouch
. 1N[~vy
Cranulation
Crennte serrctions
Rippled
~_ Scalloped

-.. . . ~3.......j2L
.
'8

•. .., • . ,\
~.

-..

r-

'

--

. ,9

•• '10'"

.

~

.

\
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BDRIli.L TERMINOLOGY
A Committee on ;.rchaeologlco.l Terminology was appointed by the Society for J.merican l'.rchneology at the annue,l meeting in Indirmapoli.s, in May, 1940. J. sub-committee on Burial Terminology nas formod v.'hich consisted of Jc.mos B. Griffin
nnd Georg K. Neu.mnnn. 'rhe first statement of th:i.s sub-committee TIns sent to a solected list of archaeologists. ~n
introductory parngrnph in the first issue rend:
It is believed that this particular subject does not
lend itself rendl1y to the True or False, or Supplythe-Missing-Word type of presentation. For that reason the larger part of this paper will be in t
and
outline form. As previous and subsequi:lnt init:i.s.l
papers by the sub-commi ttees de ing ·wi th archneologicnl terminolosy, this paper is lnt
ed to introduce
the subject and to provoke comments nnd criticisms
which c.re to be
turned to tho sub-commi ttoe cho.irmnn. In preparing the mora formal pnrt of this present~tion it ho.s been necessRry to use cart
words
and to exclude others. It is hoped that such use
11
not· prejudice the minds of the collnborntors either
for, or against, these particular words. Some effort
hes been expended in the selection of the words and
objections should be mnde on the basis of indeflniteness, colloqui ism, or reduplication. Plense send
replies to J. B. Griffih, Universi ty rluseums Building,
Ann Arbor, MiChigan.
1

A sc~tisfying number of replies yrere received Ccnd :many
of them vrere ob jecti ve17 cri tic~;.l. Ii ps.rticularly enthusir,stic response was mnde by the field and 1 oratory st~ff of
the Depr,rtnent of "'l.nthropology of the Unl vcrsi t:;r of rrennessee_
One indi viduc.l felt thnt Y::.rrow hnd done a much botter job,
but others seemcd to feel thnt this Df1.rticulr,r sub-committee
should cQrr~ on.
It
11 be noted thnt the majority of terms snd references are those pertnininc; to E:lStern Un! ted St es :,rchneology. This limitation will freely be removed if n collnbor["tor fCJ:l1iliur i:Ji th [moth~r field offers himself n.s [" member
of the sub-com~i t e.
is hoped thnt the comments c.nd criticisr'lS provoked by this peper Fi
justify [~ more perm[',nent
statement to be mnde in the future.
The follow1nR outline h~s been DraDared ::.s nn aid in
the prcpn.rntion of;
scription of th~ b~riel practices encountered in [',n E'crchr.eol"O["ic
si te or group of s1 tes.
is the fifth but not the finnl draft of the outline.
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I.

Location.

The place in which disposition of human remains is made.

A.

Cemetery. An area set apart for the remains of
the dead. As used in this outline the concept
is similar to that in our own culture which
usually has single graves in a concentrated
area.
Examples: Black, 1933, pp. 269-284; Webb and
DeJarnette, 1942, Pl. 26, No.1; ibid., Pl.240;
Moore, 1915, pp.190-6.

B.

Burial Mounds. An artificial hill or elevation
of earth erected as a cover for human burials.
If the mound is not of earth it cannot be
called an earth mound but can be a stone mound,
or a stone and earth mound.
1. Form of mound
a. Low elevation. Example: Oole and Deuel,
1937, p. 97·
b. Dome shaped. A mound which has a circular
or eliptical base with gently rising sides
forming an arc. EX8.l'TIple: Webb and DeJarnette
1942, Pl. 15.
c. Conical. A mound which has a circular base,
is relatively high and pe
Example:
Shetrone, 1931, Fig. 100.
d. Effigy. A zoomorphic shaped earth structure. Exanple: McKern, 1928, Fig. 45, 46
and 50.
e. Linear. Long, lOW, parall
sided and
frequently flattened on the upper surface.
Example: McKern, 1930,
. 85
2. Mound structure
a. Constructed by gradual accretion incidental to burial. Jennings, 1941, pp.190-1;
Cole and Deuel, 1937, pp. 191-3.
b. Constructed as one or more units of a
planned single structure.
ack, 1936;
Shetrone and Greenman, 193 1 ,
.356-369.
3. Mound Burial Type
a. Single 01' multiple simple burials on primary
or secondary floors. Cole and Deuel, 1937,
Fig. 17; Ford and Willey, 1940; McKern, 1928,
Fig. 38.

I
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b. Sub-floor pits or tombs either single or
multiple. Cole and Deuel, 1937, Pl. LXVI,
Fig. A; Jennings) 1941, pp. 191-2; McKern,
1928, Fig, 38; ~ills, 1902, Fig. 1.
c. Single or multiple tombs on primary or
secondary surface. Black, 1936; Mills)
1907) p. 139.
C.

Village Site Burials
1. In floor of habitations. Jennings, 1941,
Fig. 3.
2. In floors of pyra~midal substructures. Webb
and DeJarnette, Pl, 46, No.1.
3. In areas adjacent to or
tween houses.
Mills, 1906, Fig. 6,
4. In refuse areas
a. Refuse pits. Hooton and Willoughby, 1920,
pp. 12-13·
b. Restricted midden debris.
c. Shell middens. Vvebb and DeJarnette, 1942,
P1. 103.

D.

Ossuary. A depository in which large numbers of
dead are placed without individual separation.
1. Sub-surface pits. WinteQberg, 1931, p.95;
Stewart and Wedel, 1937, pp. 215~6.
2. Caves. Webb, 1938, pp. 179-80.
3. Stone chambers. Berry, 193(3, pp. 21-5.

E.

Individual cave, rock shelter, crevice burials.

F.

Ae
1.

2.

II.

al
Scaffold
Tree

Disposition. The techniaue used in the reQoval of
human remains from the living society.
A.

Inhumation. The placing of human remains either
in whole or in part, in pits, graves,
one graves,
or eta, in mounds, beneath or in bUildings, or
in cavGs, or rec tacles such as burial urns.
1. PriQary inhumation. The placing of usually
cOQpleto human remains in anatomical order in
a prepared burial area.
2. Secondary inhUmation. The placing of previously exposed, prepared or cremated remains in
a spoci

burial area.
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B.

III.

Cremation.
1. Total or partial. If the former, a chemist
would be needed to identify the remains.
The body can be burned ei ther in situ or
at some other soot removed from the burial
area. Black, 1936, p. 237; Shetrone e~d
Greenrrian, 1931, ~'ig. 19; ~lebb} 1941, Fig.
7; Webb and Dejarnette, 191.+-2, Pl. 114,
No.2; ibid., Pl. 142, No.2.

Position.
ton.

The posture or arrangement of the skele-

A.

Fully extended in a dorsal (Webb and Dejarnette,
Pl. 241, No.1), or ventral (ibid., Pl. 74,
No.1) position. The burial was made at full
length,- or nearly so, and was placed either on
the bac}: or on the chest <:wd abdomen. The arms
are often extended at the side. Legs are sometimes crossed at the ankles ('Funkhouser and
Webb, 1931, Fig. 14).

B.

Trunk ext-ended dorsally (on the back) with the
legs tightly flexed (upper and lower legs
parallel) to the right (Moore, 1915,. Fig. 17),
or left (Webb and Dejarnette, 1942, Pl. 212,
No.1), vertically (Moore, 1915, Fig. 13; Webb,
19315, . Pl. 113), or superimposed on the ventral
surface of the torso.

C.

Trunk extended dorsally with legs partly flexed
(a distinct angle at the knee joint) to the
right or left (Webb and Dejarnette, Pl. 142,
No.1), or vertically.

D.

Trunk extended dorsally, upper legs extended
and lower legs bent backwards and on top of
femurs (Webb and QeJarnette, 1942, PI, 211,
No. l), or beneath femurs (ibid., Pl. 232,
No.2) ,

E.

Trunk extended ventrally, legs tightly or partly flexed to right (Webb Hnd Dejarnette, 1942,
Pl. 215, No.2), left (Webb, 19315, Pl. 115 d),
underneath, or bent back on body,

F.

Fully flexed in dorsal (Webb and Dejarnette,
1942, Pl. 1015, No.1), ventral (ibid" Pl.211,
No.2), or vertical position (ibid., Pl. 71,
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N~. 1), or, on tl.16 right (Gr~ ~~ and}l1or g an,
1941> PI. 211 flg. 1) or lef t s .... de (\1 ebb and

DeJarnette, 1942, Pl. 90, No.2, Burial 130),
flexed burial usually has the arms bent at
the elbmvs, with the hands closo to the face.
The legs are also strongly contracted and drawn
up close to the chest and abdomen.
A

IV.

G.

Semi-flexed on right or left side with upper
and lower legs contracted and pclrallel (Griffin
and Morgan, 1941, Pl. 21 J Fig. 2), or wi th upper
and lower legs :(lartly oontraoted (Moore I 1915)
Fig. 71, No. 70).

H.

Bundle buri . The remaining skeletal parts
from a previous t
orary burial. McKern,
1928} P1. XLI; 1/vebo, 1938, Pl.
7.

I.

Partly artioulated burial either pre- (Webb,
193$, PI. 12 a) or post-interment (Hooton and
Willoughby, 1920, PI. 4 a and d).

J.

Rearticulated buri

K.

Fragmented burial. Intentional fragmentation
of the. remaining skeletal parts of an individual
or individuals. Webb and DeJarnette, 191.~2, Pl.
88, No.1; Black, 1934, p. 231.

Greenman, 1937, Pl. IX.

Containers
Pottery urns
Cloth or feather blankets
Bark wrapping
Hollow 1
Huts
Hides or animals

Wooden coffins
Stone box graves
Stone cist graves
Crematory bas s
Boats
Baskets

In the outline whi
was sent out to tho l"estricted
list mentioned above a sories of words \,,[hioh have been employed in describing burials and buri
praotice was given,
and the collaborators were asked to express their opinion
as to the suitability of the various words and phrases.
The follow
words and phrases were quite universally
frowned upon.
Prone
Supine
Reclining

Contracted
Group
Colleotive
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Squatting
Hunched
Frog
Bunched'
FOlded
,Compound"
"
Mumm1fi¢ation.

Disposi tlon·.·
, Anomalous
Plundered
BuriEtlatti tude
Burial headed west
Ch,qLrnel house
Surface burial

The following words or phrases were alrnost universally
acceptable •

..

• Dorsal .
Ventral'
Lateral
'Sitting
Bundle
Single
Double
Multiple
':PartH.11
Scaffold
Aerial
~ ,P1atform
BurialInterment
Inhumation'
Cremat'ion
Deposition
OriEfhtat10n

Pr~Il1ary

Secondary
Os'suary'
Disarticulated
Rearticulat'ed
Urn
.
Desiccated
Stone box graves
Stone slab'mounds
'Stone vault graves
Stone cists
. Stone mounds
. Burral mound
Burialpi t,
.. I.;pg;to'mb
Crematory b[{sin

.It is not the intention of the sub-committee to restrict archaeologists in their use of words applied to
burIal descrIption. Ther? is no compulsion regarding the
adoption of'the t?rminology suggested' in this and.future
statements nor will an individual be castigated if he
refers to burial pots, 011n9, or jars, instead ,of burial
urns. If a;narchaeologist insists that:Burial 91 Was
headed west · . '1e
. cah' infer that that particular Indian
shade was following, the well known ndvie'e attributed
to Greely. The following' defini tions . 01" statements regarding burial terms are offered for further comment and
cri t i c i o m . '
, .

A cairn is' a dome shapeq stone mOUl1derected over
the remains of the dead.
'
• A stone cist1sarelntively smal)., usually rectarigular box-D,ko grave which contains a single
or mul t:tple burial. It is usuallyencl.osed on
all sides by stone slabs, Example: Black, 1934,
Pl. 12.'
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A stone vault is a relatively large, usually rectangUlar area with a stone slab enclosure which
is relatively high, carefully constructed, and
completely or almost completely encloses a large
number of burials. Example: Fowke, 1910, Pl. 6
and 7. It has been opj Gcted tho.t a vault implies
un encl08
roof. What is your opinion?
A stone box grave is construeted of stone slabs in
a usually long, rectangular box structure. It
is suggested that this phrase be restricted to
the type common in the Tennessee-Cumberland area.
Example: Moore, 1915, Fig. 9.
Orientation refers to the arrangement of the body with
relation to the points of the compass, or with
relation to the grave or tomb outlines.
Primary burial. Burial in the flesh in any number
of positions.
Secondary burial. Burial fol.lowing primary interment,
exposure, cremation, or defleshing.
Disarticulated. A Burial not in anatomical order-used
in describing some secondary burials",
Rearticulated. A secondary burial in which un attempt
has been made to rearticulate the skeletal parts.
Log tomb. One ·of the collaborators wrote:
Some log burial structures are, in reality, ULog
tombs",
inasmuch- as the roof logs arB supported
in such a way as to form a burial cavity. When
this type of structure is encountered the term
perfectly proper. I thinl-c you will agree, however,
that most log structures consist of a buri
area
outlined on the four sides by log walls, not accomplull
by roof
In this case it seeras to
me that another terra should be used to define a
distinction bet'.veen the two structures and that
this t(~rm Bhould be in the nature of a log pen or
log crib 1
though the word crib E1ight again sugst a roof.
A crematory basin is a carefully prepared fired area
contoj
the remains of cremated buri s. Exnmple:
811 -cone aYlcl Greenman, 1931,
g. 9.
A desioo ~8d burial is one in which the soft parts have
been preserved by drying and occasionally by chemical action.
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